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Abstract: 3/4Beamforming s e n s o rs  hold key–pos ition in measurement s ignal convers ion and treatment.

Indeed, sensors  interact directly with environment, and transform s ignals  into an appropriate format. Often
environment has  several sources , and the generat e d  s ignals  have continuous ly changing parameters . W e

must then change the array sensors  attitude to cope with environment specifications . In this  article we

present the quadratic error optimization algorithm and its  implementation to adapt and control 3D space
dis tributed array sensors  for space filtering applications . W e will present results  for two array architectures

linear and spherical.
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INTRODUCTION

In measurements  we are fairly often con fro n ted to

unknown or continuously  changing environment

parameters . Moreover in many applications  the main
problem cons is ts  of adapting array sensors  parameters

to current environment specifications . Indeed, sensors

are always  affected by multiple sources  s ignals . In this
article we will show how to imple me n t  the minimum

s q uare error algorithm to adjus t 3D space dis trib u t e d

a rray sensors  response. Beamforming is  obtained by
changing the complex ponderatio n s  associated with

each sensor .[1]

MATERIAL AND METHODS

1. Method Scope: The tec hnique based on the mean

square error minimisatio n  was  firs t introduced by

W IDROW  for uniformly sp a c e d  lin e a r a rra y
antennas . W e have  imp roved this  method, and we[2 ,3]

have adapted it to space dis tributed sensors . [1]

2. Algorithm Formulati on: Firs t An error e(t)  is

es timated by calculating the diffe rence between the

reference s ignal d(t)  and the array  response y(t)  given
by equation (1) as  shown in Fig. 1 . In  our case the[2 , 3 ]

reference s ignal d(t)  is  hig h ly  correlated with the
valuable information s ignal (the s ignal to be measured).

The error is  expressed by equation (2).

Fig. 1: Error es timation.

         (1)

          (2)

where                           denote  the  sensors  

responses .
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and                  t h e  c o mp le x s e n s o rs  ponderations .

The equation (3) calculates  equation  (2) square.

W e will then evaluate t h e  q uadratic error mean value

by equation (4).

          (3)

 
         (4)

where

and

The me t hod cons is ts  of minimizing the mean

square error g iv e n by equation (4). This  minimization

will be done by an appropriat e  s e lection of the

icomplex ponderations  value s  «  w  ». However, the

equation (4) has  a quadratic form; its  extremum is

automatically a minimu m. The extremum will be
es timated by resolving the express ion (5).

          (5)

W e have solved the equatio n  (5), and fined that

t h e  optimal complex ponderations  are expressed b y

equation (6). For the implementation  we  have used the
gradient s teepes t descent optimization algorithm .[4]

          (6)

3. Array Elements  Reduction: W e haven’t used all
the array elements . Indeed , in our case sensors  can be

aleatory dis tribute d in space. It is  useless  to cons ider
the response of sensor pointing in a wrong direction.

The different sensors  don’t receive s ignals  with the

same power and we suppose inexis tent sensors  having
re s p onse power under a threshold.  This  is  don e  b y

associating zero as  complex ponderation value for those

sensors  as  shown in Fig. 2. W ith this  solution we have
s implified the array architecture, and reduced iterations

made by the minimization algorithm. 

Fig. 2: Sensor elements  reduction.

4. S imulati ons  and Results: This  approach based on
t h e  minimum square  e rro r o p t imiza t io n  wa s

implemented and we have done s imulation s  for

different array sensors  configurations . 
W e s tart by presentin g  in Fig.3 the s imulation

result for 7 linear array sensors . The interference
sources  were generated wit h  –10°, 20°, and 30° as

arrival directions . The useful s ignal has  10° arrival

direction.
As  shown in Fig.3 response between –40dB to –90

dB was  done in the noise directions . The main lobe

was  deviated to des ired direction.
In  Fig.4 we present spherical beam pattern o f a n

array with 36 sensors . The useful s ignal arrival

d irection is  imposed to [0° 30°] and [-100° 20°; -30°
50°; 0° -75°; 20° -45°; 45° 150°] the dire c t ions  of  5

undes ired s ignals . Fig.5 shows that we have sys tematic

interference rejection of undes ired s ignals  wit h  main
lobe deviated to valuable s ignal direction.
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Fig. 3: beam pattern 7 elements  linear array.

Fig. 4: beam pattern 36 elements  spherical array sensors .
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Fig. 5: 36 elements  spherical array sensors  response.

IV. Conclus i on:   In this  article we have introduced an

approach based on the quadratic error algo rithm to

adapt and control 3D space dis tributed array sensors .
W e have do ne several s imulations  with many array

a rc h it e c t ures . This  method produced directivit y

diagrams with variable shapes  and directions . It als o
copes  with spatial res trictions  imposed by environment.
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